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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a simply connected domain in the complex plane and let I’ be an 
arbitrary point set. A r-polynomial is a polynomial whose zeros belong to r. 
r is called a polynomial approximation set (PA-set) relative to D if every 
zero-free holomorphic function in D can be uniformly approximated on 
compacts of D by r-polynomials. 
Special cases of P-d-sets were first considered by G. R. MacLane [I I] and 
later by M. D. Thompson [12]. Each proved that Jordan curves of special 
types are PA-sets for their interiors. More generally, J. Korevaar [8] has 
proved that if D is a bounded simply connected domain and r is a bounded 
set disjoint from D, then I’is a Pz4-set for D if and only if clos I’separates the 
plane and D belongs to a bounded component of its complement. In partic- 
ular, the boundary of every bounded simply connected domain is a PA-set for 
its interior. 
When D and r are unbounded, the situation is not quite so simple. In 
fact, T. Ganelius [2] has shown that if D contains a half-plane, any sequence 
of De, the complement of D, polynomials which converges uniformly on 
a disc in D to f f 0, converges uniformly on every compact of the plane to 
an entire function. Thus any zero-free holomorphic function in D which is 
approximable by DC-polynomials would be the restriction of an entire function 
so that DC is not a P/l-set for D. On the other hand, Thompson [12] has 
shown that if D is contained in a half-plane and the boundary of D is a special 
type of Jordan curve, then the boundary is a Pi4-set for D. 
The principal result of this paper is: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let R be a closed set contained in a half-plane H and let Do 
* These results are part of the author’s 1966 doctoral dissertation at the University 
of Wisconsin, written under the direction of Professor Jacob Korevaar. 
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be a simply connected omain disjoint from R. Then R is a polynomial approxima- 
tion set for Da if and only if 
(i) R separates Do from HE, the complement of H. 
(ii) D, the component of RC containing Do, does not contain a half-plane. 
In particular, if D is any simply connected domain which is contained in 
a half-plane but does not contain one, then the boundary of D is a Pz4-set 
for D. 
It is clear by Ganelius’ result that (i) and (ii) are necessary conditions. 
Hence we have only to prove that (i) and (ii) are sufficient. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND OUTLINE OF PROOF (SUFFICIENCY) 
We call p an asymptotic direction of a set P if P contains a sequence 
{Z, = r,eiek : rk ---f co, 13, -+ p}. Without loss of generality we may assume D 
lies in {Rz > 0}, -(m/2) is an asymptotic direction of the boundary of D, 
0 $ clos D and D does not contain any right-half plane. Then the following 
three cases exhaust the possibilities for D: 
CASE 1. The asymptotic directions of the boundary of D are contained 
in [-(n/2), cy(rr/2)] where -1 < LU < 1. 
CASE 2. *(m/2) are asymptotic directions of the boundary of D and 
supzEao(R+ = +a. 
CASE 3. f(42) are asymptotic directions of the boundary of D and clos D 
is contained in {z : 0 < Rz < a} for some a > 0. 
The entire boundary of D will not always be used for the PA-set, but the 
“exterior boundary” is always used. We define the exterior boundary as 
follows: 
CUES 1 AND 2. Let B be the unbounded component of (~10s 0)” which 
contains 0. Let Df be the component of (~10s B)C which contains D. We 
define the exterior boundary P of D to be aDf. 
CASE 3. Let B1 and Ba be the unbounded components of (~10s D)c 
which contain 0 and 2a respectively. Let Dfl and D+a be the components of 
(~10s Bl)c and (~10s B2)c which contain D. Let Df be the component of 
(D+l n Df2) which contains D. We define the exterior boundary P of D to 
be aD+. 
In all cases, D+ is simply connected, P is a subset of aD, and P and aD 
have the same extreme asymptotic directions. 
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We will show that in cases 1 and 3, I’ is a PA-set for Do and in case 2, 
r together with any sequence 
is a PA-set for DO. The method of proof is similar to that used by Korevaar [8], 
but requires various new ideas since D is unbounded. The crucial step is to 
prove that for any compact subset E of D+, there is a “neutral family” 
F: a countable family of finite sequences of points {wjk E L+D}:L, such that 
uniformly for z E E and F n I’ is dense in r. Appropriate modification of a 
result of Korevaar [8] then completes the proof. 
The neutral families are found by the following procedure. Let y(R) be the 
closed arc of minimal length containing clos Df n 1 z 1 = R. (If D is con- 
tained in a strip, y(R) is defined as the union of two such arcs). We show that 
there is a family of unbounded, simply connected domains {B&} such that: 
B;cr)(DnjzI -=c R) and aBR+cy(R)u(rn 1~1 G R). 
For each R, let OR(w) denote the conformal map of / w I > 1 onto Bi such 
that aR(co) = az and Ipx(co) > 0. We prove that for any compact E C D, 
there are a sequence {Rj} and corresponding finite sequences 
)Zjp = QRj(e 
in r u y(Rj) such that 
uniformly for z E E. Then we replace those zjk which belong to y(Rj) by 
points on aD and show that the resulting family is dense in r. 
3. MAPPING DOMAINS AND FUNCTIONS 
Let y(R) be the closed arc of minimal length which contains 
~10s D+ n 1 I 1 = R 
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in cases 1 and 2. (In case 3, y(R) is the union of two closed arcs of 
minimal length.) We denote the end-points of r(R) by {[rR = Reie[R}~=r 
where --n/2 < 01, < e@R -$ n/2. (In case 3, we have {<,,$, , where 
-ir/2 < e,, < e,, < 0 .< OaR < 8,, < 7~/2). Clearly, {&) lies on r. 
LetD,+={D+njzi <R}andletB s+ be the unbounded component of 
(~10s D,+ u Y(R))~. For any component C of DR+, 
~10s C n {D~f n ( z 1 = R} f Cp 
since D+ is a domain. It follows that clos DR+ u r(R) is connected, so that B,+ 
is a simply connected domain in the extended plane. The boundary of B,+ is 
contained in 1 z 1 < R and in r u y(R). Furthermore aB,+ n { 1 z I= R} =y(R). 
Let z = @s(m) define the 1 - 1 conformal map of 1 w / > 1 onto BR+ 
such that @s(co) = cc and @i( co) > 0. We extend cPR to I w I = 1 in the 
natural way: @s(eis) = lim,,, OR(reie) whenever the limit exists. By Fatou’s 
Theorem, @,(eis) is now defined for almost all 0 E [-.rr, ~1. For each of the 
remaining 0, QR has radial limiting values since QR(w) is bounded in 
1 < 1 w j < 2 and we take QR(eis) equal to one of these values. 
Let d,(e) denote QR(eis). We note that d,(e) lies on i)BR+ and $R is bounded 
and measurable on [-.rr, ~1. An additional property of 4s which will be used 
when replacing the interpolation points occurring on r(R) is: 
LEMMA 3.1. For any arc rk = {Reie : TzR < 0 < TIR) contained in 
r(R), there is an arc Ci of / w I = 1 such that 
(i) QR is 1 - 1 continuous on Ck with OR(Ci) = ri 
(ii) The length of Ci is not less than (TIR - TzR). 
PROOF. By a result from Caratheodory [l] (p. 86, paragraph 138) we 
have (i) since rk is a free Jordan arc for BR+. 
Let FR = @il and let gs(s) = I/[F,(R/s)] for I s / < 1. On the 
arc{eiT : -TM < T < -Tut), gR has continuous boundary values of 
modulus 1, and gR is regular on 1 s I < 1 with I gs(s)I < 1 and gs(O) = 0. 
Hence by a theorem of Lowner (Warschawski [14], p. 338), gR maps 
{eiT : -TlR < T < -T2R) onto a curve which is not shorter. Thus 
[(c;) > TIR - T,, . 
4. NEARLY NEUTRAL FAMILIES FOR THE AUGMENTED DOMAIN 
We will now show that for each compact subset E of D+, there are families 
of points F* = (Jj”=i {.zjk E aB& , 1 < K < PQ} such that 
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uniformly for x E E and n, and Rj are suitably related. The relation between nj 
and Rj will be such that F* is dense in r and F* r‘l y(R,)O is not too large. 
We first prove two lemmas on infinite series whose sums are uniformly 
bounded. Series of this type occurs as majorants for the Fourier series of 
LEMMA 4.1. Let a,(R) > 0 and xr nap,(R) < M for R 3 R, . Let 
6 > 0 begiven. Thenfor every E > 0, every R > R, and every A > AO(e, S, M), 
there is an integer n such that . 
72 
A < n < Al+” and n2 c a,(R) < E. 
tJ=l 
PROOF. By a known result from number theory (Hardly and Wright [3], 
p. 353), there is an N such that for k > N 
i 1 n < ( n (1 -i))-’ < 2ev log log k. (4.1) 
?lfk p Prime 
Plk 
Let E > 0 and R 3 R, be given. Choose A,: so that A,, >, max(22/6, N, elf&) 
and log A, < A~‘lsMey Suppose n J& a,,(R) > c/n for all 
n : A < n < A1+6 where A > A,. 
Summing over n, one obtains 
Thus combining (4.1) and (4.2) and taking A sufficiently large, 
4Mey log log A > 4eY log log A c Ku,(R) > ; log A. (4.3) 
A<k .d3+@ 
This is a contradiction since log A < Ars/8MeY for A 3 A, . 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 6, and 6, be given: 0 < 6, < 6, < I. Let 4,(R) 3 0 
and x.;” na,(R) < M for all R > R, . Then for any sequence of R’s + CO, 
(i) There are a subsequence {RR} and a sequence of integers {nlc} such that 
RI+“?: < nB < R1.+B1 and L 
;k n,t2 f aln,(&J = 0, 
“=l 
(ii) same as (i) except Rk2 < nK < R2+% 
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PROOF. (i) We first note that 
(4.4) 
Let 8 = (6, - Q/(1 + 6,). By Lemma 4.1, there exists A, such that 
for A > A, and R 2 R, , there is an integer IZ with the properties: 
n2 
A < n < A1+8 and n2 v~14R) < 1. 
Select RI from the sequence so that R, 2 R, + A, . Then for A = R:+“s, 
there is an integer n, such that 
n12 $ a,,,(RJ < 1. 
“Cl 
By repeated application of Lemma 4.1, one obtains a subsequence (Rk} and 
a sequence {n,] such that 
R’.“62 < n . < R1.‘61 h -.h h and nk2 z avnk(Rk) < k. (4.5) 
Y=l 
Combining (4.4) and (4.5) we have the desired conclusion. 
(ii) The proof follows similarly. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 6, and 6, be given: 0 < 8, < 6, < 1. Then for any 
sequence of R’s 4 co and any compact EC D+, 
(i) there are a subsequence {Rj) and a sequence of integers {nj> such that 
R!+ < nj < R3+“1 and i i 
for almost all 0 E I---r, ~1 and uniformly for z E E; 
(ii) same a~ (i) except Rj2 < nj < R$+‘l. 
PROOF. LetE,=(z~D+:jz~<mandd(z,I’)>(l/m))form=1,2,.... 
For z E E,,, and R > m + 2, t = (QR(w) - z)-’ defines a 1 - 1 conformal 
map of 1 w / > 1 onto a bounded region G(R, z) about the origin in the 
t-plane. One can write: 
(t&(w) - z)-1 = f C,(z, R) w-* 
h-1 
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and obtain by the area theorem for conformal maps 
f h I G&(x, R)12 < & < (m 4 1)“. 
lb=1 
Let 
Now by (4~3, one sees that 
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(4.6) 
(4.7) 
Let 
Y&B, 2) = i (& (s + 2?r ;, - 2)-l. 
k=l 
The Fourier series for Y,&8, z) is n Cze, C&z, R) emrve. Since 
‘y,R(4 2) E q-r, 4, 
one obtains by Parseval’s Theorem: 
r r * d0 ‘-78 y E~+l I ‘1p,,(t 412 d’(z, r) d+) = 277~~ fG,(R). (4.8) v-1 
By (4.7) we can apply Lemma 4.2 (i) to the family (C& ha,(R)}, and now 
by (4.8) it is clear that for any sequence of R’s -+ co, there is a subsequence 
(Rj) and a sequence of integers (nj} such that R;@p < n, < R;+%l and 
(4.9) 
for almost all 0 E [ -rr, n-1. For x E Em and any one of these 8 
YsfR,(e, 2) = (m + ‘I4 -rr j I c-et $bni1)” qRp, 5) WI, 
so that 
I YnfR,(e, 412 G (m + lYJ J” 97 
EM1 
I K,Rp, 5)12d2@, Od45). 
Thus by (4.9), for each of these 0, iii,, Y,+ (8, z) = 0 uniformly for 
SE,,, . 
The proof of (ii) is similar. 
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5. NEUTRAL FAMILIES 
We will now construct neutral families on the boundary of D. Starting 
with the families F* exhibited in Lemma 4.3, we will replace those points 
lying on y(Rj) by points on aD and then show that the modified family F is 
dense in I’. Replacement and density are related problems. Replacement is 
easily effected when n(R), the number of points $,(0 + 27&/n) on aBR+, 
is O(Rl+*) for 0 < 8 < 1; but unless r is reasonably well-behaved [e.g., 
l(r n 1 z [ ,< R) = O(R1+6)], the family F is unlikely to be dense in l? 
Density is no problem when n(R) > R”, but then it is difficult to control the 
replacement error. 
LEMMA 5.1 (Case 1). Suppose the asymptotic directions of 8D (and hence 
of I’) are contained in [-(77/2, a(7r/2)] for some LX : -1 ,< LY < 1. Then for 
any compact E C Df, there is a family of points 
such that F is dense in r and 
pit 2 (Wjk - z)-’ = 0 uniformly for z E E. 
k=l 
PROOF. Let E be a compact C Df. By Lemma 4.3, for 6, : 0 < 8, < 1 
there is a family 
F* = 5 {,~jk = gRj(e + Z~“/nj)}~~l 
j=l 
such that 
Rj < nj < R;++, lim Rj = 00 
j+cc 
(5.1) 
ji$ $ (Zjk - z)-’ = 0 
k=l 
uniformly for z E E. (5.2) 
Denote the end-points of y(Rj) by <Ii = Rj eaelj and <aj = Rj eiQ. Assume 
EC 1 z 1 6 m. For all largej, Rj > 2m and (--r/2) < 8sj < 0,, < (ar+l)(7~/4). 
Let zi (.zjk - x)-l denote the sum over those zirc E y(R,)O. Then 
C’ (zjk - z)-’ = c” (zjk)-’ + njRi”O(l) 
k k 
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uniformly for z E E. Since 
;' (zjk)-' = klj(tlj)-' + k2j(52j)-' + Rr'"(l) 
where klj and k, are integers such that 0 < {$} < M=nj and M, is indepen- 
dent of j, one obtains: 
;” (Zjk - z)-1 = klj (< - z)-’ + kej(52i - z)-’ + njRT”O(l) 13 (5.3) 
uniformly for .Z E E. Let 1; (sjk - z)-’ denote the sum over those 
Zjk E (r\y(&)O). Combining (5.1) and (5.3) one finds: 
~~~ C’ (Zjk - x)-’ + k,j(5,i - z)-’ + kzi([zj - x)-’ = 0 
k 
uniformly for z E E. 
Let 
F must be dense in I’, for suppose the contrary. If F is not dense in r, then F* 
is certainly not dense in r. Thus, there is a simply connected domain G which 
contains Rz < 0 and a disc contained in E and no points of F*. By (5.2), 
there is a sequence of polynomials {Ai n:~, (z - zjk)} with zeros in GC 
which converges uniformly on a disc in G to 1. By a result of T. Ganelius [2], 
this sequence converges uniformly on every compact in the plane so that 
!L? C (zjk - z)-l = 0 for all x. 
k=l 
But for zr = rr eix(7+m)!8 and j sufficiently large 
where C is a positive constant. This contradiction completes the proof. 
LEMMA 5.2 (Case 2). Suppose f(42) are asymptotic directions of aD 
(and hence of r) and aD contains a sequence of points 7 = {vk : Rqk + + CO}. 
For any compact EC D+, there is a family of points 
F = fi {WjY E r u 7)>;2, 
j=l 
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such that F n r is dense in r and 
lim c (w,~. - .z)-r = 0 
i-f* k=l 
umformly for x E E. 
PROOF. Using the same notation as in Lemma 5.1, one notes that either (i) 
lim sup~+~ (era - &) = ,8 > 0 or (ii) hm sups,, (tirR - &) = 0. 
(i) Suppose lim .s~p~+~ (eIR - 62s) = p > 0. Then there is a sequence 
{R,) -+ 03 such that 
and TIR, - TAR L = p/4. By Lemma 3.1. there is an arc CR; of / w 1 = 1 
such that 
@RkcCR;) = YR; and l(C,,) 2: /3/4. (5.5) 
As in the proof of Lemma 5.1, there is a subsequence (Rj} of {R,} such that 
uniformly for z E E 
piI g1 (Z,k - z)-’ = 0 and x” (.zjk - a)-’ = x” zjj,r + Rq’-“O(l) 
P k 
(5.6) 
Since R(xi zj;c’) > 0 and 3D contains a sequence 7 = {nl, : Rn, - +a~}, 
we follow the methods of J. Korevaar [9] (p. 183) and select tjr E 7 and an 
integer K,, >, 0 such that 
R ( ejF: 8 1) = R (x# z;i) + O( 1) l/j 
uniformly for z E E. 
I; 
Since f(~/2) are asymptotic directions of r, we can find tis E rand an integer 
kj, >, 0 such that 
uniformly for I E E. Thus, 
+ O(1) l/i uniformly for z E E. (5.7) 
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Combining (5.6) and (5.7), we see that 
(Z,k - 4-l + ,& k” 2 = 0 
Jl 
uniformly for x E E. 
Let F = uj”=r ({+}’ u {&,>}. By the same argument as in Lemma 5. I, 
FnrisdenseinrifforsomezrERz <0 
1 gl (2jk - zl)-l / > M > 0 for all large j. 
For z1 < 0, we have by (5.4) 
From (5.5) we observe that at least 
points are mapped onto YR; so that 
j gl (zjk - zl)-l ( 9 $-sin { > 0. 77 
(ii) Suppose limR-11 (6rR - 6,) = 0. Since D+ is connected and r has 
-J-(7$2) as asymptotic directions, there is a sequence {Rk} -+ cc such that 
y(R,)C{R, eie : 0 < 8 < r/4. (5.8) 
For the sequence {R,], either (a) for some 6 : 0 < 8 < 1 and some sub- 
sequence of (Rk}, hmk,, (6rRk - 6aRk) R," = fl > 0 or (b) for every 
S:O<6<1, 
lim &RI, k--r-.% - &)R/ = 0. (5.9) 
When (a) occurs, we choose constants 6, and ax : 6 < 6, <: 6, < 1. By 
Lemma 4. I, there is a subsequence {Rj} of {R,} such that 
R:+6% < nj < &+'I and 
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uniformly for z E E. By a similar procedure to that used in (i) we obtain a 
familyF = uzIl ({Z~J,.]‘, (fjl}} Of p oin t s on r u 7 such that F is dense in r and 
hl p (Zjk - .z)-’ + ; (.fjl - $1) = 0 uniformly for 3 E E. 
I; j=l 
When (b) occurs, we choose a constant 6, : 0 < 6, < 1. By Lemma 4.1 
there is a subsequence {Rj> of (I&.) such that 
Rj2 < nj < Rqfsl and EI~ C (zjk - .s)-’ = 0 uniformly for z E E. 
t=1 
(5.10) 
For zjk E y(R,)O, z$ = A&’ + pjk&jl where 0 < @J}. By (5.8) and the 
usual trigonometric identities, this implies 
1 ,zi;i" - hjk&' - pja&jP / < 8R7 sin eij - ezj 2 . 
So by (5.9) and (5.10), one obtains 
uniformly for x E E, one finds that for 
kij = [k"Ajk]7 
jL% (Zjk - z)-’ + kij(tlj - z)-1 + k,,(C,, -- 
uniformly for z E E. 
Since for zr -r: 0, we have by (5.8): 
(5.11) 
is dense in r. 
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LEMMA 5.3 (Case 3). Suppose &(7r/2) are asymptotic directions of aD 
(and hence of r), and clos D is contained in (Rz < a} for some a > 0. For any 
compact EC Df, there is a family of points F = &Yl (wjk E r}z,, such that F 
is dense in r and 
$I 5 (wjk - z)-1 = 0 
k=l 
uniformly for z E E. 
PROOF. For all large R, 
r(R) = /Reie : f < 
77 --iT 
hR d e G elR < z or 2 < eaR , <e<e,,+. I 
By Lemma 4.1, there is a sequence (Rj} --t 0~) such that 
Rj2 < nj < R;‘“l and < aR-’ 3 
and 
9 
pir c (Z,k - x)-l = 0 
h-=1 
uniformly for z E E. As in the proof of Lemma 5.2 (ii.b), there are non- 
negative integers {tzlj}:=r such that 
uniformly for z E E and F = uj”=, {{zik}‘, {&‘,j}} is dense in I’ since for 
Ibl>2a 
6. APPROXIMATION OF ZERO-FREE HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 
We now show that any zero-free holomorphic function in DD can be 
uniformly approximated on any compact of Do by a sequence of r u r] 
polynomials. 
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LEMMA 6.1. Let J be a rectifiable Jordan curve in Df. Let a(J) be the 
closure under the maximum norm on J of all sums of the form 
n 
X + 1 log ( zk - z 1 with A real, zk E r u q, z E J. (6.1) 
kl 
Then -log 1 5 - z / E A(J) for all 5 E r. 
PROOF. Let E = J u (interior of J) and let 5 E r. Since D+ is simply 
connected, EC D+. Thus by Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, there is a family 
F = (Jjyl {wilt E r v v}$ir such that F is dense in r and 
ji2 5 (Wjk - 4-l = O 
h=l 
uniformly for z E E. Thus there is a subsequence such that, by renumbering 
if necessary, {wil} -+ 5 and 
- z)-1 = -([ - z)-’ uniformly for z E E. (6.2) 
Integrating (6.2) from some point z, inside J, we obtain 
-log ] 5 - z 1 = - log ] 5 - zs ] 
- g2 log 1 wjk - ZO 1 + i2 log 1 Wlrk - ’ I)* 
We now note that the following theorem which was proved by Korevaar 
([S], Theorem 5.1) for bounded sets also is valid in this setting: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let J be a recti$able Jordan curve in Df. Let C(J) be the 
Banach space of real-valued continuous functions on J under the maximum norm. 
Let A(J) be the closed subset of C( J) g enerated by sums of the form (6.1). If for all 
5 EC (--log I 5 - Z I) EA(J), then A(J) = C(J). 
PROOF. Refer to the proof given by Korevaar [9] and make the following 
minor modifications: Let U(t) = SJ log I 5 - z j dp(z). The holomorphic 
function (aU/&$) - i(aU/ay) has at most a countable number of zeros 
{l,} on r. Thus r is locally a smooth Jordan curve and U(c) is locally constant 
on r. Since r u 00 is connected and U(c0) = 0, u = 0 on r and hence 
outside J, 
We now prove: 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let E be a compact subset of Do. Let f be holomorphic and +O 
on Do. Then there is a sequence of r u v-polynomials (and hence R-polynomials) 
which converges uniformly to f on E. 
PROOF. We may assume that E is bounded by a rectifiable Jordan curve J. 
Now log 1 f(z)1 is continuous on J. Thus by Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.1, 
there is a sequence (g,} such that 
57, 
&(4 = &I + 1 1% I %, - z ) with A, real and z,, E r u 11 (6.3) 
%=l 
and log I f (4 I = limn+m g, (z) uniformly for z E J. By the Borel-Carathtkdory 
inequality applied to a holomorphic branch of logf(z) in Do, we have 
log f(z) = ;5 log A, fi (2 - znk) 
k=l 
uniformly for z E E. 
so that f(z) = liq+m A,, nk, (z - z,,) uniformly for z E E. 
Following the usual procedure, it is easy to construct a sequence of 
r u q-polynomials which converges to f uniformly on every compact of Do. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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